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Executive Summary
Since 2014, Community Guilds has focused on delivering an innovative, gap-closing approach to
education through its mobile makerspace, STE(A)M (Science, Technology, Engineering, (Arts), and Math)
Truck, targeting elementary and middle school students. The STE(A)M Truck experience is anchored by a
rigorous, experiential learning-based curriculum, which is brought to life in a mobile maker-space with
the support and collective expertise of the local community. STE(A)M Truck creates a community of
adult STE(A)M role models – “maker-mentors,” STE(A)M designers, and local artists, along with
“traditional” educators – and connects them closely with youth; together, they tackle real problems,
design solutions, and build things. Over the course of the program, students learn the design process
and develop a sense of self-efficacy as they create their own solutions. Community Guilds also strikes a
chord with educators, who become inspired themselves by the experience and the impact on students,
and leave better-equipped to bring similar instructional concepts and methodologies into the classroom.
In its first full year of operation, over 300 students completed a STE(A)M Truck 20 day program.
Community Guilds has partnered with several organizations, including district schools (e.g., Atlanta
Public Schools), charter schools and networks (e.g., KIPP Metro Atlanta, The Kindezi Schools), and
community organizations (e.g., Boys & Girls Clubs of Metro Atlanta). Community Guilds’ programming
has also helped build students’ non-cognitive skills – and awareness of a breadth of life opportunities –
they need to be successful:
Non-cognitive skills
 97%+ of students improved non-cognitive skills
 90%+ of students performed at satisfactory competency levels on non-cognitive skills
 Increased student interest and willingness to take risks and try new things in learning
 Improved classroom behavior (e.g., significant decline in discipline referrals)
STEM skills and awareness
 87%+ of students have improved applied STEM skills
 2/3 (and as high as 90%) of students perform at satisfactory competency levels on STEM skills
 73%+ of students have increased interest and confidence in pursuing a STEM career
The overall value proposition is powerful. Community Guilds enables students in even the leastresourced schools to access making-focused learning experiences, and gives districts and schools the
opportunity to explore the benefits of an innovation lab without building one, while beginning to
deepen their own capacity around experiential learning.
Over the next five years, Community Guilds is committed to strengthening and deepening its impact,
while driving to greater scale and sustainability, in two main ways. First, Community Guilds will continue
to refine its STE(A)M Truck and student engagement model, both by codifying and standardizing certain
elements and by piloting variations to others. Second, Community Guilds will work to deepen its
supports to educators over time, extending design thinking techniques into the classroom and creating
longer-term sustainable impact.
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In parallel, Community Guilds has set ambitious yet achievable plans to grow its reach while preserving
its high bar for quality and maintaining a low cost for the programming (today, an average program cost
per student of $200-300). Community Guilds aims to more than double its reach in 2015-16, with plans
to serve roughly 900-1,000 students per platform per year at full utilization, and to expand to four
platforms serving over 4,000 students in Atlanta and near-in districts by 2020.
Community Guilds is seeking district, charter, and community partners to continue to access and grow
from its unique programming, and funding support to bring on new platforms (STE(A)M Trucks and
equipment) to high-need communities in Georgia – and invites the opportunity to discuss potential
partnerships.
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Program Need
According to the 2015 NAEP, (considered the Nation’s Report Card), after 13 years of public schooling,
less than 40% of students are ready for college and career success. Furthermore, over the past several
decades, the United States, along with many other developed and developing countries around the
world, has transitioned from a low-skill, manufacturing-focused economy to a high-skill, service- and
knowledge-based economy. The sad reality is that public schools are still not designed to instill the
competencies students need to finish high school, complete college, and compete in the 21st century.
While there are positive trends – according to the Georgia Department of Education, the state’s public
high school graduation rate has increased for the third consecutive year to 72.5% in 2014 – substantial
gaps remain. Georgia has the third lowest graduation rate in the country, and almost half of AfricanAmerican and Latino students will not graduate on time with a regular diploma. Worse still, graduates
are not prepared for college and beyond, requiring remediation after high school and lacking in “soft
skills” (such as communication, teamwork, problem solving, and critical thinking) foundational to longterm success.1
At the same time, the demand for professional workers is increasing: by 2020, a quarter of new
occupations in Georgia will require a bachelor’s degree or higher.2 The pinch is especially acute in
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM). Over the past decade, growth of STEM jobs
has been three times that of non-STEM jobs, with STEM workers earning 26% more than non-STEM
workers.3 In the state of Georgia, more than 20,000 new STEM jobs will open up between 2010-2020.4
Unfortunately, the nation is not building a pipeline to access these opportunities, again with a widening
gap for low-income students and students of color. Only a third of students matriculating in two- and
four-year colleges – and a dramatically lower percentage of African-American and Latino students –
select STEM majors. The picture looks even worse in Georgia, which ranks in the bottom quartile of
graduates with two-year and four-year STEM degrees.5 Readiness is low; only 15% of Georgia graduates
took a math or science Advanced Placement (AP) exam. Of the 32,420 African-American public school
students receiving a diploma in Georgia in 2014, only 35 of the students scored 3 or higher on the AP
Computer Science exam. And, the 2013 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) 4th grade
math assessment reported a 47-point gap between the percentage of white and black Atlanta Public
Schools students scoring at proficient or advanced level, with a widened gap, to 51 points, by 8th grade.6
There are two contributing factors to this reality: skill development and interest in STEM careers. In
Georgia, performance by subgroup on assessments like Criterion-Referenced Competency Tests show
that low-income students of color are largely not mastering foundational skills critical to preparation for
STEM careers, and the resources available in most urban schools do not provide means for students to
build experience, interest, or practice with STEM applications. The 2014 Governor’s High Demand Career
Initiative Report, surveying over 80 private sector partners in the state, reinforced this data, citing
1

“Georgia Competitiveness Initiative Report” (January 2012).
GA Dep’t of Labor. “Georgia Workforce Trends: An Analysis of Long-term Employment Projections to 2020.”
3
United States Department of Commerce, Economics & Statistics Administration. “STEM: Good Jobs Now and For
the Future,” http://www.esa.doc.gov/reports/stem-good-jobs-now-and-future.
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National Science Foundation, http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind14/index.cfm/state-data/map.htm?table=16 5.
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Georgia Department of Education, GA DOE AP STEM rankings. NAEP Trial Urban District Assessment, 2009
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demand for basic educational skills such as math and statistics and the need to introduce STEM career
fields to students at a younger age and make STEM an integral part of the curriculum. 7 Importantly, the
implications do not stop with STEM. Research consistently confirms that students who graduate without
access to STEM skills and programming are less likely to have the problem-solving and critical thinking
skills necessary to be successful in a range of career paths, both within and outside of STEM careers.
Figure 1: Atlanta performance on math and science NAEP.
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Despite the challenges, some strategies are working. Research has proven that access to hands-on
building, tinkering, and experiential curricula can increase access to STE(A)M (STEM plus Arts) careers
for students and build the skills critical for long-term success. Studies of scientists and inventors strongly
suggest that their childhood experiences of tinkering and play involving construction and
experimentation developed their interest in science.8 In response, “maker-spaces” that enable creation
and innovation are popping up around the country, with at least 50 such spaces identified in the United
States, 20 of them in schools. While outcomes are early-stage, early indicators are highly positive,
especially around the fostering of non-cognitive skills such as problem identification, effective
communication of ideas, and evaluation and refinement of creative ideas. 9 However, the tools,
expertise, and time needed to bring this kind of learning to students are only rarely available in public
schools, especially in those serving low-income communities. Costs of developing a maker-space are not
unsubstantial, and can range up to $300,000 in equipment and services (e.g., professional development)
for a top-line, in-school “Fab Lab.”
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The University of Georgia. “Governor’s High Demand Career Initiative Report” (December 2014).
Feynman, 1985; Goertzel & Goertzel, 1962; Lonnie G. Johnson, 2013.
9
Education Week. “School Librarians Push for More ‘Maker Spaces’” (May 2015).
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Mission and Theory of Change
Since 2014, Community Guilds has focused on delivering an innovative, gap-closing approach to
education through its mobile makerspace, STE(A)M Truck. Community Guilds provides programming
critical to building non-cognitive skills and igniting excitement about learning and pathways to career
and college, using experiential learning anchored in STE(A)M concepts. Community Guilds also strikes a
chord with educators, who become inspired themselves by the programming and the impact on their
students, and leave better-equipped to bring similar instructional concepts and methodologies into the
classroom.
Problem
According to the 2015 NAEP, (considered the Nation’s Report Card), after 13 years of public schooling,
less than 40% of students are ready for college and career success.
Vision
Through formal and informal educational experiences, K-12 youth throughout the U.S. will have
equitable access to transformative and inspiring learning experiences that open doors for future life
opportunities.
Mission
To close opportunity gaps and provide lifelong opportunities by transforming teaching and learning
through an experiential maker approach that brings together youth and adult learners within
collaborative communities.
Theory of Action and Intended Impact
Community Guilds is well-positioned to address the great need in Atlanta, Georgia, and beyond for
instruction that instills the skills – both academic and non-cognitive – students need to finish high
school, complete college, and compete in the 21st century. Community Guilds delivers on this
proposition using STE(A)M and the experiential maker approach as vehicles. When done right, both are
research-proven to foster increased enthusiasm for school and improved non-cognitive outcomes for
low-income urban youth: key predictors of life success. There are also second-order benefits of STE(A)M
skill development and interest in STE(A)M careers, which can help students deepen awareness of and
access to a breadth of life opportunities.
STE(A)M Truck is Community Guilds’ core program, delivered in partnership with elementary and middle
schools and after-school programs serving high-need student populations. The experience is anchored in
three strategic “levers”:





Providing students with hands-on opportunities to make and learn through individual and teambased experiences, building non-cognitive skills and igniting excitement about learning
Connecting students to community members with maker-related careers, giving them exposure
to mentors and careers different from those they typically access on a daily basis (e.g., artists,
industrial designers) and expanding their worldview about future possibilities
Equipping educators with the ability to shape instruction through experiential learning, enabling
them to deepen and reinforce the learnings from the STE(A)M Truck experience and take them
to more students, beyond those directly served by the program
6

Creating a thriving STE(A)M community is a foundational component. Having both students and
educators engage in the program helps embed the core components of learning and teaching in daily
practice, and having community members as part of the experience helps make that learning “realworld relevant.” While STE(A)M Truck will always be limited by the number of students it can serve
directly, it seeks to extend its impact through the engagement of and changed practices of the adults in
its community, creating a “ripple effect” of transformative learning.
To measure success, Community Guilds will aim toward two key goals:




Enabling over 10,000 touchpoints10 with underserved youth aged 7-15, who will experience selfefficacy through experiential learning engagement and be more likely to be on a path to positive
life outcomes. In addition to reach, Community Guilds also looks at a number of impact metrics,
focused both on non-cognitive skills (e.g., grit and perseverance, creativity and innovation, and
teamwork and collaboration) that are critical to high school graduation, college persistence, and
success in life beyond and second-order STE(A)M skills and awareness (e.g., interest in STE(A)M
careers, STEM academic performance).
Setting up over 200 teachers to regularly use an experiential approach in their work with
elementary and middle school youth, with an exponential impact on youth. Community Guilds
will track the number of educators who support its programming and, over time, begin to
change their own practice. As Community Guilds grows its capabilities to work with educators, it
will refine how it measures both reach and impact with this important group.

Community Guilds’ ultimate goal is to be a catalyst for transformative and inspiring learning experiences
for K-12 youth across the country, seeding a movement that promotes new ways of teaching and
learning anchored in experiential learning and the maker movement.

10

Touchpoints may not necessarily be unique users (e.g., if a student experiences STE(A)M Truck twice).
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Problem
According to the 2015 NAEP, (considered the Nation’s Report Card), after 13 years of public schooling,
less than 40% of students are ready for college and career success.
Vision
Through formal and informal educational experiences, K-12 youth throughout the U.S. will have equitable
access to transformative and inspiring learning experiences that open doors for future life opportunities.
Mission
To close opportunity gaps and provide lifelong opportunities by transforming teaching and learning
through an experiential maker approach that brings together youth and adult learners within
collaborative communities.
Figure: Theory of Change.
Current Situation
• Like literacy, STEM fluency
is a key predictor of
positive life outcomes.
However, Atlanta, and
Georgia overall, lags the
nation in science and
math achievement
• Studies of scientists and
inventors strongly
suggest that childhood
experiences of tinkering
and play involving
construction and
experimentation
developed their interest in
science and lit a spark for
their creativity
• Today’s classrooms,
especially those in
underserved
communities, do not
effectively engage youth
in these types of
experiential, makingfocused learning
experiences
• Community Guilds has
shown promising
results through its
STE(A)M Truck program’s
impact on youth
participants’ non-cognitive
skills

Theory of Action
(TOA)

Intended Impact

Partner with schools
to:

Throughout Georgia,
by 2019:

• Serve students
through STE(A)M
Truck program,
which provides
hands-on STE(A)Mfocused
opportunities for
students to make
and learn

• 4K+ underserved
youth aged 7-15 will
have experienced
self-efficacy through
experiential learning
engagement and will
be more likely to be
on a path to positive
life outcomes

• Connect students to
community
members with
maker-related
careers

• 200+ educators will
regularly use an
experiential
approach in their
work with
elementary and
middle school youth,
with an exponential
impact on youth

• Collaborate with
teachers and
leaders to influence
instructional
practices to become
more experiential
and more impactful

Theory of Change
(TOC)
• Community Guilds
may extend
programming to
additional grade
levels
• Community Guilds
will share effective
practices with likeminded
organizations to
extend its impact

Ultimate Impact
Through formal and
informal educational
experiences, K-12
youth throughout the
U.S. will have
equitable access to
transformative and
inspiring learning
experiences that open
doors for future life
opportunities.

• STE(A)M and
experiential
learning/maker
advocates will
promote new ways
of teaching and
learning that
transform practice in
schools across the
country
• Informal educational
opportunities will
expand access for
underserved youth
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Core Program
Piloted in 2014, STE(A)M Truck is Community Guilds’ core program, targeting elementary and middle
school students. The STE(A)M Truck experience is anchored by a rigorous curriculum, which is brought
to life in a mobile maker-space with the support and collective expertise of the local community.
STE(A)M Truck creates a community of adult STE(A)M role models – “maker-mentors,” STEM designers,
and local artists, along with “traditional” educators – and connects them closely with youth; together,
they tackle real problems, design solutions, and build things. Over the course of the program, students
learn the design process and develop a sense of self-efficacy as they create their own solutions.
The 20-day STE(A)M Truck experience is designed to fit within the structure of a regular school day or an
after-school program, and is long enough to drive sustainable change in students’ mindset and skills
while integrating seamlessly with existing programming. Through its mobile maker lab, outfitted with
both high- and low-tech equipment, STE(A)M Truck visits partner schools and community organizations
and engages with groups of students – to date, cohort sizes have been 10-15 – for one-to-two hours
each day on a rotating basis. (During the school day, students have typically been “pulled out” during a
designated class period to participate in STE(A)M Truck programming.) Schools and community
organizations have had as few as two cohorts or as many as four work with the STE(A)M Truck; several
have also had a “maker hour” available to students who choose to “drop in” during lunch or another
free period to engage with the resources on the truck.
The STE(A)M Truck experience has three important components:


Innovative and experiential curriculum: The STE(A)M
Truck curriculum is educator-developed and focused
on building design thinking and engineering skills, as
well as character traits critical for success in all fields. It
integrates Georgia STEM standards with maker
movement principles and hands-on experiential
learning. The 20-day program is broken into six types
of programming days:

o Spark: Entire school visits the Truck and tools;
o
o
o
o
o


students explore “what is making” by
participating in a variety of activities.
Explore: Students see artisans at work and
learn how to use the tools, practicing a skill or
two.
Tinker: Students play with and explore the use
of different materials, including through the
process of “destruction,” or reverse engineering.
Design: Students collaborate to solve a problem, using design thinking principles.
Build: Students construct a solution to the problem, from brainstorming to building
innovative solutions.
Share: Students report back to the school community on the processes they followed
and the final product that emerged.

Resources and tools: STE(A)M Truck provides access to “real-world” resources and tools, from
laser cutters and 3-D printers to simple hammers and nails, and teaches students how to safely

1
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engage with them. These tools are applied to relevant and tangible problems; for example, one
group of students designed a camera accessible by a teen videographer born without arms.


High-touch adult support: STE(A)M Truck staffing is designed to deliver a high-touch, smallgroup experience to each cohort of students. Each Truck is anchored by an educator, who
manages the experience and supports effective delivery of the curriculum. The educator is
supported by 2-3 maker-mentors and resident artists, who guide the students through the
discovery process. Maker-mentors have a design or STEM background, and are trained in design
thinking principles and maker-movement concepts. Resident artists are typically local artists or
artisans that participate in build projects with students. Importantly, both the maker-mentors
and resident artists are “of the community,” and serve as role models who “vary refreshingly
from the norm,” in the words of one STE(A)M Truck partner.

Outcomes
In just its first full year of operation, Community Guilds has succeeded in reaching growing numbers of
students and building the non-cognitive skills – and awareness of a breadth of life opportunities – they
need to be successful.
Reach: To date, Community Guilds has served roughly 300 youth across a breadth of partner
organizations, including district schools (e.g., Atlanta Public Schools), charter schools and networks (e.g.,
KIPP Metro Atlanta, The Kindezi Schools), and community organizations (e.g., Boys & Girls Clubs of
Metro Atlanta), delivering hundreds of hours of quality programming.
Impact: Stakeholder feedback has been highly positive: “STE(A)M Truck is an exciting approach to
engaging students in hands-on learning, and effective in engaging students that would not otherwise
have the opportunity.” Early outcomes have been promising, with material increases in students’ noncognitive skills and interest in STEM.
Non-cognitive skills
 97%+ of students improved non-cognitive skills
 90%+ of students performed at satisfactory competency levels on non-cognitive skills
 Increased student interest and willingness to take risks and try new things in learning
 Improved classroom behavior (e.g., significant decline in discipline referrals)
STEM skills and awareness
 87%+ of students have improved applied STEM skills
 2/3 (and as high as 90%) of students perform at satisfactory competency levels on STEM skills
 73%+ of students have increased interest and confidence in pursuing a STEM career
Community Guilds is working with an external evaluator to further define and measure program
outcomes, including a deeper focus on student engagement and development of non-cognitive skills.
Value: Community Guilds delivers great value to schools who would like to provide experiential learning
to their students, but are resource-constrained from an expertise, time, space, and money standpoint.
Simply buying resources – such as 3-D printers, craft supplies, and basic tools – can cost tens of
thousands of dollars, while a fully equipped physical space (“Fab Lab”) can run upwards of $100-150K.
Layering on professional development and training for teachers around design thinking processes and
methodologies, proper use of tools and resources, and integration of the maker-work into the
curriculum requires significant incremental investment. The total price tag can reach $250-300K.
10

Community Guilds is able to deliver its programming at an average cost per student of $200-300, or
between roughly $15-30K for its 20-day classroom model and $80-140K for its fully-integrated, 120-day
classroom model – both of which are delivered at no, or low, cost to the school.
In other words, the overall value proposition is powerful. Community Guilds enables students in even
the least-resourced schools to access making-focused learning experiences, and gives districts and
schools the opportunity to explore the benefits of an innovation lab without building one, while
beginning to deepen their own capacity around experiential learning.
The future of Community Guilds
Community Guilds is committed to strengthening and deepening its impact, while driving to greater
scale and sustainability, over the next five years in two main ways. First, Community Guilds will continue
to refine its STE(A)M Truck and student engagement model, both by standardizing certain elements
(e.g., curriculum) and by piloting variations to others (e.g., classroom engagement model). Second,
Community Guilds will work to deepen its supports to educators over time, extending design thinking
techniques into the classroom and creating longer-term sustainable impact.
Student engagement
Community Guilds’ current 20-day programming model has proven effective in engaging students and
developing their non-cognitive skills and interest in STEM. At the same time, Community Guilds is still in
the early stages of codifying best practices and determining the optimal approach to program delivery.
Program elements that will remain core(pending continued success) include:







20 days of programming for one STE(A)M Truck experience
In-school delivery as the ideal model to achieve the greatest impact during the school year; with
after-school programming as a way of extending the reach of the program, based on interest
and funding
Standardized session length of one hour per cohort
Standardized curriculum that balances prescriptive and constructivist principles, where students
solve real-world problems with a fixed set of materials and equipment
High-touch adult engagement, anchored by a STEM designer (educator), with flexible staffing of
maker-mentors and resident artists (3-5 staff supporting each cohort)

Program elements that Community Guilds will pilot (italics indicate changes that will enable greater
reach and impact) include:






Classroom model: pull-out model (current) reaching a cohort of 10 students and a full-class
model reaching a cohort of up to 25 students
Length of program – overall: 20-day programming (current) and 120-day/ year-long
programming (i.e., 6 groups of students cycling through 20 days of programming for one
STE(A)M Truck experience), plus a combination of summer programming and single-day events
for information and engagement purposes
Length of program – school day: half-day (3 hours, 3 cohorts of students), full-day (6 hours, 5-6
cohorts of students), and after-school (2 cohorts of students)
Activities: most/ all programming days with the truck and trailer with heavy equipment on-site
(current) and some without
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Partnerships: school/ district-level partnerships, with the possibility of clustering two or more
schools within a system

Figure 3: Program model description (for pilot).
Model

Days

Time on site

# of cohorts

Size of
cohorts

# of students served
per program

Pull-out
model

20

Half day

1 group, 3 cohorts

10

30

Full day

1 group, 6 cohorts

10

60

After school

1 group, 2 cohorts

15

30

Half day

1 group, 3 cohorts

25

75

Full day

1 group, 6 cohorts

25

150

Half day

6 groups, 3 cohorts

25

450

Full day

6 groups, 5 cohorts

25

750

After school

1 group, 2 cohorts

15

30

20-day
Classroom
Model

20

120-day
Classroom
Model

20

Over the next two years, Community Guilds will actively collect data on student reach and impact.
Community Guilds will use these inputs to determine which program elements “pack the most punch”
and best align to partner needs, and then refine the program options it offers. Additionally, Community
Guilds will continue to define the specific student program non-negotiables that will achieve the highest
impact (target student, integration with classroom curriculum and alignment to standards, etc.).
Teacher engagement
Over the next five years, in addition to refining its student engagement model, Community Guilds also
plans to deepen its approach to engaging teachers. The goal is to build teachers’ capacity, knowledge,
and resources to incorporate design thinking and experiential learning into their everyday classroom
practice and scale the transformative impact of STE(A)M Truck. Community Guilds plans to start this
work light-touch at first, to enable focus on refining the student model over the next one-to-two years,
and increase intensity of supports over time.


Phase I: Teacher “light touch” engagement (first one-to-two years). Community Guilds’ current
pull-out model gives classroom teachers only limited access to activities on the STE(A)M Truck,
given they still have teaching responsibilities while programming is happening on the truck. A
shift to a full-class engagement model will enable teachers to engage with STE(A)M Truck
educators and maker-mentors alongside their students, and in a more meaningful way.
Community Guilds plans to structure and codify introductory and supplemental trainings and
materials for teachers, including an orientation to the program, opportunities to observe the
program in action and participate in the design process, content and research about experiential
learning and the maker approach, and a feedback loop to capture strengths and opportunities
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for individual students. Throughout, Community Guilds will seek to identify the highest-value
elements of programming and supports for educators and build these out over time.
Phase II: Teacher support. With a solid foundation in place, Community Guilds will deepen the
supports it provides teachers, working directly with them to identify ways to integrate handson/ making work into their day-to-day instruction. This might include conducting 1:1
consultations or more formal debriefs of STE(A)M Truck engagements and developing targeted
leave-behinds with maker materials, such as a “STE(A)M Trunk” with safe-to-use tools and
manipulatives, to help the teacher continue to build on STE(A)M Truck concepts after
programming is over.
Phase III: Teacher development. In the medium-term, Community Guilds aspires to build out
higher-touch teacher training and professional development to more deeply change teacher
practice. This could take the form of teacher coaching, full-school professional development
sessions, lesson study, university partnerships, and more. Community Guilds will consider these
different strategies as it learns more about what teachers want and need to sustain the work,
and refine its approach across different school models and partnership structures.

Similar to the student engagement model, Community Guilds will gather data on teacher engagement
and continue to pilot and refine the model as it determines the highest-impact programming. Lastly,
once core components are in place, Community Guilds will begin to replicate STE(A)M Truck throughout
Georgia and the Southeast.
Summary
In sum, over the next five years, Community Guilds will evolve its programming to reach transformative
school impact, using the first few phases to pilot several high-potential changes to its engagement
model and then focusing its work to deepen and codify the highest-impact changes over time.
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Figure 4: Path to transformative impact.
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Pilot and trial student
engagement
approaches with light
touch teacher
engagement

Define and refine core
offering(s) for STE(A)M
Truck and pilot in-depth
teacher engagement

Student program
continuous
improvement;
ongoing teacher
pilots

• Approaches include:
- 20 and 120 day length
- Full-day, partial-day
and after school
- Some days without
truck/trailer
- Increased cohort sizes
and new staffing
approach
• Engage with teachers in
“light touch” way to identify
profiles of most interested
teachers and elements
that would most help them
increase their
effectiveness

Phase 4

Transformative
school impact;
continuous
improvement

• Use data to decide on most
• Continue to ensure
impactful and partner-aligned
soundness of
configurations for the
student program
program
non-negotiables

• Confirm
teacher
engagement
approach

• Define student program nonnegotiables

• Continuous
improvement
and refinement
across
programs

• Narrow student program
options while remaining
flexible to partner needs
• Pilot teacher support and
development strategies with
intentional learning goals to
refine approach across
capabilities/ expertise,
relationships, and program
model integration

• Refine program
model based on
student outcomes
and feedback from
partners
• Continue to pilot
model for teacher
engagement and
decide on
programming
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Approach to Expansion
One key strategic priority for Community Guilds, discussed above, is to deepen impact, refining its
STE(A)M Truck model for both student and teacher engagement. A second priority is to drive to greater
scale, and to do so in a sustainable way.
For STE(A)M Truck, there are two main drivers of reach. The first is days of programming and platform
utilization. Community Guilds assumes that, of a typical 180-day school year, only 120 days are actually
available for programming, given start of school, holidays, testing periods, and other “do not schedule”
time blocks; and assumes 60 days are available in summer. During the 2014-15 school year, STE(A)M
Truck provided just 70 total days of programming for [five] partners, and plans to almost double the
days of programming in 2015-16. (Community Guilds has already secured funding to support five
programs, and already has partnership commitments from KIPP WAYS and Kindezi.) Once a platform
(truck and trailer) reaches full utilization (100%, or 120 full days of programming during the school year),
Community Guilds will add an additional platform. Each year, Community Guilds will closely monitor
platform utilization and will adjust pace of growth accordingly.
The second driver of reach is the number of students served per Truck experience. Community Guilds
projects significant growth (especially between years one and two) from shifting from the current pullout model serving 10 students to a full classroom model serving 25 students per cohort during the
school year. There is also a multiplier effect as Community Guilds deepens its partnerships with schools
and districts, moving from single-school, single-cohort experiences to half- and full-day programs that
would serve between three and six cohorts of students.
Combined, these changes, executed well, will enable Community Guilds to reach nearly 1,000 students
with one Truck platform in 2015-16, and over 4,000 with four platforms by 2019-20. Community Guilds
will adjust growth projections based on the outcome of the student and teacher engagement pilot work
described above.
Community Guilds initially plans to deepen its relationships within Atlanta before shifting focus
elsewhere, given the need in the city. Today, Atlanta Public Schools has roughly 60 elementary and
middle schools, including district and charter, that might be attractive partners based on the percentage
of high-need students, as defined by students who qualify for Free and Reduced Lunch. Serving between
6-10 partners in Atlanta – several more than today – will mean that Community Guilds will reach 17% of
high-need APS schools annually, or roughly 6% of high-need elementary and middle school students.
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Figure 5: Projected growth through 2020.

While Community Guilds plans to focus its initial growth in Atlanta, it has also conducted a preliminary
analysis to identify other attractive locations across Georgia, based on district size, high-need student
populations, and charter presence.
Figure 6: High-potential expansion locations for Community Guilds.
8 Target Districts

Georgia Districts
(195)

Clayton County
School District
 86% FRL
 64 Schools
Cobb County School
District

With >50 Schools
(9)

 134 Schools
Muscogee County
School District
 67% FRL

 116 Schools

 59 Schools

 72% FRL

(8)

 56% FRL

 45% FRL
DeKalb County
School District

>45%
FRL

Gwinnett County
School District

 144 Schools
Fulton County
School District
 45% FRL
 106 Schools

Augusta-Richmond
County School
District
 78% FRL
 61 Schools
Savannah-Chatham
County School
District
 65% FRL
 58 Schools

Note: All districts have at least 2 potential charter partners; school count
includes highschools

Atlanta Public Schools meets these qualifications but is an existing
partner
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Five districts emerged from the original target group: DeKalb, Clayton, Fulton, Augusta-Richmond, and
Gwinnett. All are medium-sized to large districts with high concentration of FRL students and/or Title 1
schools, and are within driving distance of Atlanta (ranging from 15-30 minutes to two hours). Based on
population size and potential partnerships, over time, each district could feasibly support its own
STE(A)M Truck platform.
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Organizational Resources
Organizational design
At present, Community Guilds has one full-time staff member (the Executive Director, Jason Martin) and
three part-time staff members, including two maker-mentors and a Chief Financial Officer. To support
growth described, Community Guilds will need to build team capacity around the following areas:


Program execution: Despite some of the proposed changes to the program model (e.g., more
students in each cohort), Community Guilds remains, by design, a highly-staffed program. As
Community Guilds takes on more partners and eventually brings on more Trucks, it will need to
add new staff members to support each new platform.
Community Guilds will hire additional STE(A)M designers, maker-mentors, and resident artists in
both contract roles and as full-time staff, as needed. The pull-out model requires core staff of
three-to-five: a STE(A)M designer (typically a seasoned educator), one-to-two maker-mentors,
and one-to-two resident artists. Given the larger number of students served per cohort (25 vs.
10), the classroom model requires core staff of five: a STE(A)M designer, two maker-mentors,
and two resident artists. Over time, as this team grows, Community Guilds will also hire Program
Directors to support program delivery and overall management of the program team (i.e., the
platform teams would report directly to the Program Directors).
In addition, as Community Guilds begins to ramp up its teacher work, it will bring on a teacher
engagement manager and teacher engagement coach to develop and refine the programming
and manage delivery.



Fundraising and relationship development: As Community Guilds builds out its program staff, the
Executive Director will largely move out of day-to-day program delivery (as is necessary today)
and shift to organizational strategy, management, and fundraising. Eventually, Community
Guilds will also bring on a Communications and Development Manager to support external
marketing, branding, and other fundraising/ development needs.



Back office. Community Guilds plans to strengthen its internal operations capacity by bringing
on a full-time Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operating Officer, Special Projects Coordinator, and
HR Manager over the next five years, focusing first on filling critical capacity gaps in the short-tomedium-term.

Community Guilds will continue to evaluate its staffing needs as it pilots different program models, with
an eye toward delivering high impact while also driving to greater efficiency and scalability with its core
team.
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Figure 7: Organizational chart, current andprojected.

Financial overview
Community Guilds is projecting a budget of roughly $1.8M by 2020, up from an expected budget of
$460K in 2015-16. The largest cost driver is staff salaries, which will remain between 70-80% of the total
operating budget. Cost of materials (e.g., STEA(M) Truck tools and materials) and capital expenditures
(e.g., purchase of a new STE(A)M Truck and trailer) is a secondary driver, scaling with the addition of
new platforms.
Today, Community Guilds programming is essentially “free” to its partner schools, supported by private
philanthropy, such as the Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation, and awarded grants, such as from the
Governor’s Office of Student Achievement. In the future, Community Guilds will also explore
opportunities for earned income, with some program cost covered directly by its partner schools and
districts. Based on interviews with existing partners, schools indicated an ability and willingness to pay
for STE(A)M Truck programming, especially with a model that continues to drive to deeper impact and
scale.
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Figure 8: Operating budget, 2015-2020.
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Measuring Success
Evaluation and continuous improvement
Community Guilds has developed an evaluation plan to track annual outputs and short- and long-term
program outcomes. Below are the impact measures that Community Guilds will collect and analyze over
the next five years to support program growth decision and overall continuous improvement.

Short-term Outcomes

Annual
Outputs

Categories

 Number of students reached
 Number of teachers reached and engaged
 Percent of days of programming per year (utilization)

Non-cognitive
characteristics

 Assessment of student maker characteristics and problem-solvingskills
(optimism and zest, grit and perseverance, curiosity, teamwork and
collaboration, gratitude, focus and self-control, and creativity and
innovation), through student self-assessment and educatorsurveys
 Student attitudes towards school, through student baseline and followup surveys
 Net promoter score: “I would recommend to another student thatthey
participate in STE(A)M Truck” (scale of 0-10)
 Net promoter score: “I would recommend to a colleague that they
partner with Community Guilds” (scale of 0-10)
 Because of our partnership with Community Guilds, I am moreconfident
in using an experiential maker approach in my classroom (scale of 1-5)

School attitude
Participant satisfaction

Teacher impact

Non-cognitive
characteristics

Medium- and Long-term Outcomes

Metrics

Reach

Attendance and
behavior

Adult impact

 Middle/high school readiness and predictors of success measurements
Through educator survey (end of year/ 6 mo later):
 Student displays of grit and perseverance
 Increased teacher use of experiential approach in classrooms
 Parent and community engagement and interest in STE(A)M
 School attendance (attendance of participating classroomscompared
with non-participating classrooms, and for overall school to previous
year to assess school-wide impact)
 Middle/high school readiness and predictors of success measurements
Through educator survey (end of year/ 6 mo later):
 Student displays of grit and perseverance
 Rates of discipline referrals of participating students
Through educator survey (end of year/ 6 mo later):
 Increased teacher use of experiential approach in classrooms
 Parent and community engagement and interest in STE(A)M

In addition to regularly tracking the program metrics listed above, Community Guilds will maintain a
metrics dashboard to track the following measures related to operational effectiveness:
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Annual Outputs

Categories

Metrics

Human Capital








Number of hires
Number of transitions (desired and undesired)
Net promoter score
Days cash on hand
Budget to actual net expenses
Percent budget partner-funded (i.e., earnedincome)



Percent of current/ future year capacity undercontract
Partner pipeline/ funnel report

Financial

Partnerships



Implementation plan
Community Guilds will implement the strategic changes discussed above, including bringing on the
needed people and capacity, refining the program, and attracting and working with partners. Below is a
high-level description of the planned activities and timeline for the next five years.
Work stream 1: People
Item Activity
Lead
Start Date
1.1
Pilot plan rollout
Introduce the Pilot Program, objectives and goals toall
Executive
1.1.1
Sep 2015
current staff members
Director
Schedule and execute bi-weekly meetings to assess the
Executive
1.1.2
Sep 2015
progress of pilot goals
Director
1.2
Hire and onboard STE(A)M Designers and STE(A)M Truck Program Directors
Develop and formalize roles, responsibilities and goals
Executive
1.2.1 for STE(A)M Designers and STE(A)M Truck Program
Sep 2015
Director
Directors
Hire additional STE(A)M Designers based on growth
Executive
1.2.2 plans to serve as the "core program" staff for STEAM
Jun 2016
Director
Truck
Hire and/or promote STE(A)M Truck Program Director
Executive
1.2.3
Jun 2017
based on growth plans
Director
Executive
1.2.4 Train new staff members
Sep 2015
Director
1.3
Hire and onboard Maker Mentors and Resident Artists
Develop and formalize roles, responsibilities and goals
Executive
1.3.1
Sep 2015
for Maker Mentors and Resident Artists
Director
Hire additional Maker Mentors and Resident Artists
Executive
1.3.2 based on growth plans to serve as the "core program"
Sep 2015
Director
staff for STEAM Truck
1.3.3 Train new staff members
Program Staff
Sep 2015
1.4
Hire and onboard teacher engagement staff
Develop and formalize roles, responsibilities and goals
Executive
1.4.1
Jan 2016
for Maker Mentors and Resident Artists
Director
Executive
1.4.2 Hire and onboard Teacher Engagement Manager
Jun 2016
Director

End Date
Dec 2015
Ongoing

Dec 2015

Ongoing
Ongoing
Dec 2015

Dec 2015
Ongoing
Ongoing
Jun 2016
Sep 2016
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Develop and formalize roles, responsibilities and goals
1.4.3
for Teacher Engagement Coach
1.4.4 Hire Teacher Engagement Coach
1.4.5 Train new staff members
1.5
Hire and onboard back office staff
Develop and formalize roles, responsibilities and goals
1.5.1
for Special Projects Coordinator
1.5.2 Hire and onboard Special Projects Coordinator
1.5.3

Develop and formalize roles, responsibilities and goals
for Chief Operating Officer

1.5.4 Hire and onboard COO
Develop and formalize roles, responsibilities and goals
for Communications & Development Manager
Hire and onboard Communications & Development
1.5.6
Manager
Develop and formalize roles, responsibilities and goals
1.5.5
for HR Manager
1.5.6 Hire and onboard HR Manager
1.5.5

1.5.8 Train new staff members

Teacher
Engagement
Manager
Teacher
Engagement
Manager
Program Staff

Jan 2018

Jun 2018

Jun 2018

Sep 2018

Sep 2016

Oct 2018

Jan 2016

Jun 2016

Jun 2016

Sep 2016

Jan 2017

Jun 2017

Jun 2017

Sep 2017

Jan 2018

Jun 2018

Jun 2018

Sep 2018

COO

Jan 2019

Jun 2019

COO
Back office
staff

Jun 2019

Sep 2019

Sep 2016

Oct 2019

Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director/COO
Executive
Director/COO

Work stream 2: Program
Item
Activity
Lead
2.1
Plan and pilot STE(A)M Truck 120 and 20 day classroom model programs
Develop plan and approach for classroom model for 20
2.1.1
Program Staff
and/or 120 day models
Review classroom model approach with program staff
Executive
2.1.2
and Board members and update
Director
2.1.3
Pilot various classroom models with partners
Program Staff
Collect data on student outcomes for each modeland
2.1.4
Program Staff
assess highest value programs
Based on data, refine high value programs and narrow
Program
2.1.5
future offerings for partners
Staff, Board
Continue to collect data and continuously improve
Program
2.1.6
program components
Staff, Board
2.2
Plan and pilot teacher engagement program
Executive
Develop plan for initial teacher engagement for years 1
Director,
2.2.1
and year 2
Board

Start Date

End Date

Sep 2015

Nov 2015

Sep 2015

Dec 2015

Sep 2015

Sep 2017

Sep 2015

Sep 2017

Sep 2017

Dec 2017

Ongoing

Ongoing

Sep 2015

Nov 2015
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2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5
2.2.6
2.2.7

Pilot teacher engagement model and collect dataon
interest and level of effectiveness on teacher
engagement
Based on data, design higher touch teacher
engagement strategies to pilot in schools
Identify and engage with potential partners to pilot
higher touch teacher engagement strategies
Collect data on outcomes for each model and assess
highest value programs
Based on data, refine high value programs and narrow
future offerings for partners
Continue to collect data and continuously improve
program components

Work stream 3: Partners
Item
Activity
3.1
Build partnerships
Create target list of schools and districts todevelop
3.1.1
partnerships with and beginconversations
Assign ownership of relationships to a designated team
3.1.2
member or members
Develop relationships with school leaders (set up
3.1.3
meetings to discuss STEAM truck, invite leaders to
observe activities at existing partner schools)
3.2
Expand to new regions
2.2.1

Identify first expansion location

2.2.2

Build relationships necessary to gain traction in first
expansion location

2.2.3

Following expansion plans for additional regions

3.3

Expand funding sources

3.3.1

Identify attractive local and national funders

3.3.2
3.3.3
3.3.4

Develop relationships with local funders (e.g.,
invitations to observe STE(A)M Truck experiences)
Create "brag sheet" of accomplishments for reference
when completing grant applications
Apply for specific local and national funding
opportunities

Program Staff

Sep 2015

Aug 2017

Jun 2017

Sep 2017

Jun 2017

Sep 2018

Program Staff

Jun 2018

Sep 2018

Program Staff

Sep 2018

Dec 2018

Program
Staff, Board

Ongoing

Ongoing

Lead

Start Date

End Date

Program Staff

Sep 2015

Nov 2015

Executive
Director

Sep 2015

Dec 2015

Program Staff

Sep 2015

Ongoing

Sep 2017

Dec 2017

Jan 2018

Sep 2018

Jun 2018

Ongoing

Sep 2015

Ongoing

Sep 2015

Ongoing

Sep 2015

Ongoing

Sep 2015

Ongoing

Program Staff
Program Staff

Executive
Director,
Board
Executive
Director,
Board
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
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